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THIRTY YEARS AGO, THE WORLD ENDED. 

NOT EVERYONE, HOWEVER, GOT THE MEMO… 

The nation formerly known as Australia struggles on, its  

barren red lands stalked by eleven beings of strange and  

anomalous power, known as the Portents. 

Their very existence defies all science. A trail of brutal and 

inexplicable deaths follows those who encounter them. 

Quinn Kelly got too close to a Portent once and survived,  

although the run-in has left her permanently altered. 

When Quinn begins to display an affinity for time, there are many 

who would stop at nothing to use her for their own ends. 

Quinn, however, would much rather use her preternatural powers to 

start a punk band – and there is no man, woman, nor overzealous 

cyborg detective on Earth who can stop her! 

www.shawlinepublishing.com.au 

J.M. Voss is a typical Melbourne-
dwelling coffee snob, professional mad 
scientist, former dinosaur-obsessed 
child, and enjoyer of weird art and genre 
fiction. She started writing when she was 
eleven years old and hasn’t been able to 
stop since. Temporal Boom is her first 
published novel.  
See what else J.M. Voss has been up to 
on her website at 
jmvosscom.wordpress.com   
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR 

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THE TITLE FOR YOUR BOOK? 

I wanted something that encompassed both the science fiction 

and the action-comedy sides of the story. Thus “Temporal” for 

the sci fi side, and “Boom” like the comic book sound effect. 

 

WHAT KIND OF RESEARCH WENT INTO WRITING THIS BOOK? 

I’m a scientist in real life, so I do microbiological research as part 

of my day job. As for the things I write, I do specific research as it 

comes up. Since I write genre fiction, hyperrealism isn’t that 

important, however there have definitely been instances where 

I’ve fallen down a Google rabbit hole into the history of Tim 

Tams, or the mechanics of thunderstorm formation, or how 

much acid you need to melt a body… 
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